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Non-zero phase closure are a result of multilooking
short-term interferograms

𝜑𝜑0,6 + 𝜑𝜑6,12 − 𝜑𝜑0,12 ≠ 0
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Small contributions accumulate
to bias deformation

Displacement velocity maps of three different DS processing schemes (short temporal 
baselines) and PSI processing which is used as a benchmark.
Figure from H Ansari et al., IEEE TGRS 2021
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Motivation

• How and where does phase misclosure present itself for L-band InSAR?

• With the difference in wavelength, how is this different to C-band?

• What can we learn about the underlying physical mechanisms from this dataset?

Figure from the NASA SAR Handbook, 2019
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Study Region: Milan and surroundings, Italy
September 2020 to September 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So for our study region we chose an area of Northern Italy covering Milan. The choice of our study region was mainly down to where ALOS-2 had a dense time series of acquisitions. ALOS-2 has a repeat time of 14-days and the time series between September 2020 to September 2021 is almost complete with some gaps longer than 14-days. Having this as our stufy region also meant that I could use interferograms processed by the LiCSAR system and I want to thank Milan Lazecky for filling in some of the gaps in the LiCS time series for this frame. Out study region is about 80km across which is quite small in comparison to many other studies looking into the phase closure and phase bias. 
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Varied Landcover
March 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the other main reasons for this area is its varied landcover. So you can see it has a good amount of cropland in pink, urban areas in red and then also forest and grassland in green and yellow. 
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Loop closure: Sentinel-1 C-band
Interferograms processed by LiCSAR (COMET)
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C-band: Cumulative loop closure
Sum of all 24 - (6 + 6 + 6 + 6) day loops
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C-band: Cumulative loop closure
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C-band: Cumulative loop closure
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C-band: Cumulative loop closure
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Loop closure time series 
by landcover: C-band
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Loop closure time series 
by landcover: C-band
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Loop closure: ALOS-2 L-band
28 - (14 + 14) day loop: 26th June to 12th July 2021
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L-band: Greater loop 
misclosure for forested areas
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Closure phase multilooked further 30 by 30 px
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L-band: Greater loop 
misclosure for forested areas
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Loop closure time series 
by landcover: L-band

L-band

C-band
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Conclusions and Outlook

• As expected, cropland and grassland exhibit the highest cumulative phase closure for 
C-band.

• Phase misclosure seems to be more prominent for forested areas over cropland for L-
band.

• Points towards dependence on volume scattering in vegetation rather than soil moisture 
changes.

• More research is needed for different vegetation levels (dryer/wetter climates).

py15jmc@leeds.ac.uk
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